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**About the Conference**

Following the consecutive success of Communication and Electronics Systems [CES], the conference committee is pleased to announce the 7th International Conference on Communication and Electronics Systems [ICCES 2022] in emerging information and communication technologies [ICT] and smart electronics. ICCES 2022 will be organized from PPG Institute of Technology Campus on June 22-24, 2022. ICCES 2022 seeks potential research submissions that solicit the state-of-the-art applications, innovative methods, and analyse the unexplored and unsolved challenges to establish the relative solutions to advance the existing applications and theories of ICT & smart electronics systems. Potential researchers and authors are invited to submit their novel, unpublished papers of significant research quality that addresses the advances and challenges in the interdisciplinary areas both system theories and applications.

**Call for Paper**

**Electronics Systems**

Novel Digital Circuits and Systems

Non-Linear and Linear Circuits

Emerging Sensors and Sensing Systems

Sustainable and Energy-aware Electronics Systems

Bio-inspired Electronics Systems

Embedded Wireless Systems

Advanced VLSI Systems

Micro/Nano Electronic Systems Low-Power Electronics

Electronic Device Assessment, Test, and Reliability

RF Circuits and Applications

Flexible Electronics

Computational Electronics

**COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS**

Optical, Wireless, and Mobile Communication Systems

Novel Communication and Information Theory

Communication Protocols Design and Management

Communication Device Modeling, and Coding Analysis

5G Networks and Communication

Communication Network and Information Security

Internet of Things and Big Data

Novel Microwave Theories and Technologies

Sustainable Communication Technologies

Vehicle Communication Systems and Interne to Vehicles

AI for Wireless Communication Networks and Systems

**Submission Guidelines**

Submit full manuscript (PDF + MsWord) via email to icces2019@gmail.com

**Publication**

All registered and presented papers will be submitted for inclusion into IEEE Xplore.
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**Registration Fee Details**

Registration fee refer the following link: [http://icoecs.org/2022/registration.html](http://icoecs.org/2022/registration.html)
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Senior Manager - Avionics Design, HCL, Bangalore.
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**VENUE**

PPG INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
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